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Side A 

When You are a Thousand Miles from Home 
 

She didn’t say much, 

  to stop or to go 

before she touched my skin 

with her fingertips, 

or when her tongue touched my lips 

as we sat on the driftwood 

at Surfside beach. 

 

She didn’t trouble herself 

with right or wrong, 

or if my father thought she had no morals, 

concerned only with the surf  

moving over our feet 

tired from the walk from the highway, 

weighed down 

by the forty pound packs we carried 

for a thousand miles  

from home. 

 

We left home with those little Mother Mary’s in our pockets, 

but the guilt she provided didn’t stop us 

or the husband resting in the tent 

down the beach 

because, after all, it started as  

me, watching her 

dance like a ballerina 

at my wedding 

and I knew it was a matter of time 

before she brought me in— 

and only a matter of a moment 

before she would bring him in too.  
 

*This poem appears in the wonderful anthology This Is Poetry: Volume Two: The Midwest Poets from Citizens for Decent Literature 

Press.  

 

Liner Notes: A Thousand Miles from Home is a part of a larger collection I am working on about my time hitchhiking across the United States 

when I was in my early 20s. We were camping under a stilt house on the beach in Surfside, Texas when this scene took place. The poem is a 

reminder of how completely in sync I was with the people I was travelling with, but also how dysfunctional this time in my life was. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/This-Poetry-II-Midwest-Poets/dp/0692495886
http://theliteraryunderground.org/blog/tag/citizens-for-decent-literature/
http://theliteraryunderground.org/blog/tag/citizens-for-decent-literature/


 

Side B 

You Should’ve Listened When I Told You Not to Play with Them Guns in the First Place 

 

Boys. Young boys. 

Convinced by those paid to teach them, 

by parents who never encouraged them, 

that they have no options  

except  the American PTSD dream— 

taking them from burnt-out, 

rotgut towns  

to secluded bases. 

 

Alienation. 

 

Pledge. Salute. Submit. 

Breaking down the individual, 

cloning defensive response times, 

making machines out of flesh. 

 

Airborne protocol, 

 you ain’t no jump chump, 

you a Mud Dog. 

 

Georgia swamp qualified—  

down on elbows, 

uniform weapon clip full— 

practice creates 

digitized sharp shooter black-out eyes. 

 

Ready? 

Hell ya, I’m ready! 

 

Pumped up on adrenalin  

and DoD cocktail, 

they ship you out 

sight unseen, 

one by one. 

 

There— 

the sand oozes like oil  

through cracks between your fingers; 

cave monsters inhabit  

your shallow dreams. 

Busting down  doors, 

quick and agile  

as when pretending to be Kato  

while watching reruns 

in the privacy of your bedroom— 

when you were a boy. 

 

Weaving in and out  

centuries-old stone mazes, 

behind every corner 

justification of ideologies  

waiting 

to get you first 

as extreme emotional ties and  

beliefs outdated 

create paranoia—a stealth operator. 

 

Trigger-happy fingers. 



On approach you choke, 

conviction shatters  

the eye of an unarmed man. 

 

Abandoning the regiment 

for a day ride  

with commanding officers, 

buddies blow up at the checkpoint. 

Surviving morphs your brain— 

 

Guilt. 

 

Home— 

sitting on the roof  

yelling beyond the trees, 

Can’t you see them? 

Tripping, 

reality playing out 

in mutated thought. 

Diagnosed: 

white patched  

shell-shocked  

frontal lobes, 

processing like eighty year old dementia patients 

laid up at the V.A. 

 

The V.A.— 

where men like you— 

concealed  

and never debriefed— 

feed your body 

pill-cocktails 

equivalent of strychnine, 

twisting memory and 

time continuum  

into one mass-murder 

 in your head. 

 

When late nights alone  

standing in the hallway of our parents' home, 

while they sleep  

Jack Daniels races 

through your boiling blood, 

forehead pressed 

firm against the wall, 

flicking the light 

 off and on, 

 off and on,  

like a glitched replay. 

Reciting credentials and 

what you did and 

what they won’t allow  

you to do now, 

deemed too unfit 

to be bothered with... 

 

You were a soldier once, Mud Dog. 

Soldier on. 

*This poem appears in the wonderful anthology This Is Poetry: Volume Two: The Midwest Poets from Citizens for Decent Literature Press.  

 

Liner Notes: I wrote this poem for my brother and as a commentary on the institution that locks them in, sends them off to war, and abandons them when they 

return to civilian life. I have watched my brother repeat the cycle of guilt, addiction, and rehab continuously since his tours in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the VA 

contributing to that cycle. However, I also recognize my emotional disconnect to the situation. I believe the tone of the poem reflects this.  

https://www.amazon.com/This-Poetry-II-Midwest-Poets/dp/0692495886
http://theliteraryunderground.org/blog/tag/citizens-for-decent-literature/
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